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students) or other senior personnel whose effort across all of their funded NSF projects is 
less than two months. 

 
C. Earlier Proposals Requested Salary Support That Now Exceeds Two Months on  All Active 

NSF Awards  

If the PI or other senior personnel have total salary support from all his/her active NSF awards that 
now exceeds the two-month limit, the proposed salary support can be charged to the project but 
additional information may be required. If properly disclosed at proposal stage that the total salary 
support across all NSF projects is expected to exceed the two-month limit, no further action is 
needed. However, if that was not properly disclosed during the proposal submission stage, the PI or 
other senior personnel should contact the project’s OCG grant officer to complete an explanation for 
this salary supp



“Please note that the PI is a research faculty member, and as such does not receive an 
institutionally supported, 9-month academic contract with time allocated for research in addition to 
teaching duties. The total level of effort reflected here represents the minimum time needed to 
carry out the proposed scope of work.” 

 
“If the proposal is funded at the requested level, the PI’s total salary amount across all of her/his 
funded projects will exceed the two months normally allowed by NSF for senior project personnel. 
However, the level of effort requested on this project and all of the PI’s other funded projects 
represents the absolute minimum amount needed to complete the proposed scope of work for 
these projects. Any reduction in her/his effort to comply with the two-month rule would negatively 
impact her/his ability to complete the proposed work on time.” 

 
“The original intent was to hire a postdoctoral researcher [graduate student(s), etc.] to complete a 
portion of the proposed work. Despite all reasonable efforts, we have been unable to identify 
[hire, retain] an individual who possesses the necessary background and qualifications to carry 
out the proposed research. Therefore, in order to complete the approved scope of work on time, 
we propose to increase salary amounts for the PI and co-PI X to level A and level B, respectively. 
Co-PI X also has a promising undergraduate student who is interested in this type of research, 
and the remainder of the funds originally allocated to support the postdoctoral researcher will be 
used to pay this undergraduate for a total of X hours at $XX/hour to carry out experiments under 
the direction of the PI and co-PI X. No changes to the project’s approved scope or objectives will 
be necessary, and no other changes to the budget are contemplated.” 

 

F. Related Procedural Statements, Forms, Policies, and  Tools  

1.)  Guideline Tool for NSF Senior Personnel 2-Month Salary Rule 
 
 

G. 

https://www.colorado.edu/ocg/sites/default/files/attached-files/nsf_guideline_tool_for_2-month_rule_v_1.1_2019.08.29.pdf
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Question:  Does this policy apply to uncompensated effort on proposals?  
Answer: No, the two-
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